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27 January 1984 - 13 years later
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Last meeting of the  Ihe
Intersecting Storage Rings Committee (ISRC) 

Maurice Jacob:

First period 1971-74: “a brilliant start”

Second period 1975-77: “a somewhat difficult time”

Third period 1978-83: “a very active and interesting programme” 



Three opening remarks
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• The ISR was the only CERN collider built without a 
specific physics goal:

no Intermediate Bosons, 
no Z and W detailed studies and Higgs searches,
no searches of the Higgs and of Supersymmetric particles

*   The program was shaped by the dominant view at the time: 
proton-proton collisions are SOFT processes

• The ISR Committee favoured the “PS approach”: 
many experiments performed by small groups



Dominant view: particles are created in SOFT processes
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pT = 0.3 GeV

INELASTIC COLLISIONS
80% of σtot

pions, kaons…diametrer = 1 fermi

q = E 𝝷
momentum transfer

E = 30 GeV 

ELASTIC COLLISIONS (shadow)
20% of σtot

𝝷

E = 30 GeV 

E = 30 GeV 



FIRST PERIOD
1971-74
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ISRC rejected other proposals

20 MWPC
70,000 wires !

Only 5 years after first MWPC

1000 tons

B = 1.1 T

Major instrument
for inelastic collisions

Split Field Magnet
1973

B = 0
@ 90°



Hadron-hadron collisions were described in the framework         
of the Regge theory
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ELECTROMAGNETIC 
FORCE (feable)

electron 
electron photon 

𝝷

hadron

hadron STRONG FORCE



Elastic scattering between two hadrons is due to the exchange of 
the same Pomeron trajectory 
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for  E    :
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_
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σtot = const
equal for h and h
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In July 1971 Serphukov data confirmed the prediction
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σtot (mb)

p(GeV/c)

pp

pp

π-p
π+p

K-p

K+p
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_

PROTON-PROTON ASYMPTOPIA IS 
ALREADY REACHED AT Ebeam = 100 GEV



In IR-8 the total cross section was measured by the            
Pisa - Stony Brook  Coll.
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I1I2

The luminosity was measured with the method invented by  
Simon van der Meer 
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R

yo
Luminosity = K

I1 I2
heff

heff = effective beam height



In IR-6 the total cross section was measured by the              
CERN-Rome Coll. through the forward elastic x-section
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2nd set-up



In IR-6 the total cross section was measured by the              
CERN-Rome Coll. through the forward elastic x-section
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2nd set-up

“Les pots de Rome “
= Roman pots
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Behaviour of the
elastic cross-section

q2 (GeV2)

CERN-Rome
31.5 GeV + 31.5 GeV
dσ
/d
q2

(m
b/
G
eV

2 )

S-matrix theory:
Scattering amplitude  =  

A(q2)  [  i  + 𝞀(q2) ]
strong interaction

Coulomb interaction

10 mm from 
beam axis
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Behaviour of the
elastic cross-section

q2 (GeV2)

.

CERN-Rome
31.5 GeV + 31.5 GeV
dσ
/d
q2

(m
b/
G
eV

2 )

S-matrix theory:
Scattering amplitude  =  

A(q2)  [  i  + 𝞀(q2) ]

fwd x-section

strong interaction

Coulomb interaction
1. Optical theorem:

σtot =  C √ fwd  x-section
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Behaviour of the
elastic cross-section

q2 (GeV2)

CERN-Rome
31.5 GeV + 31.5 GeV
dσ
/d
q2

(m
b/
G
eV

2 )

S-matrix theory:
Scattering amplitude  =  

A(q2)  [  i  + 𝞀(q2) ]
strong interaction

Coulomb interaction

interference 
region 𝞀(0)

1. Optical theorem:
σtot =  C √ fwd  x-section

2. Dispersion relation:
𝞀(0) expressed as an 

integral  over all energies 
of  σtot(E)   



In 1973 the two Collabrations found that 1. Asymptopia does not 
apply to protons; 2. the Pomeron is much more complicated  
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Fig. 20:  (a) The proton–proton total cross-section increases for laboratory momenta larger than 
300 GeV/c (s > 500 GeV2). (b) The inelastic cross-section was computed by subtraction: 
σin = σtot − σel. 

The inelastic cross-section is four times larger than the elastic cross-section and increases roughly 
proportionally to s0.04 from about 50 MeV/c to the maximum ISR energy (Fig. 20b). Looking at the 
three curves of this figure, it appears that the shallow minimum of the total proton–proton cross-
section σtot = σin + σel around s = 100 GeV2 is a consequence of the continuously rising inelastic cross-
section which, through unitarity, drives the increase of the elastic cross-section. 

 If the energy dependence of the high-energy total cross-section is fitted with the formula of 
the Froissart–Martin bound, one obtains 

 

where √so = 140 GeV [33]. Since the coefficient 0.5 mb is much smaller than the limiting value 
predicted by the Froissart–Martin bound, the energy dependence measured at the ISR is most 
probably uncorrelated with the bound itself. 

 As I said, at the time, most experts were convinced of the constancy of the cross-sections at 
high energies, with two important exceptions. In 1952 Werner Heisenberg had published a paper that 
described pion production in proton–proton collisions as a shock wave problem governed by a non-
linear equation and deduced a ln2 

s dependence of the cross-section [35]. The model proposed by  
H. Cheng and T.T. Wu [36] is much more sophisticated because it is based on quantum field theory, 
specifically on a massive version of quantum electrodynamics. After the announcement of the ISR 
results, the model was reconsidered and fitted to the experimental data by Cheng, Walker and Wu 

[37]. 

 The CERN seminar and, soon after, the two publications made a certain impression also 
outside the physics community, so much so that I wrote an article for Scientific American. In spring 
and summer 1973 this took me a lot of time since the editor was following very closely the writing of 
the text and the production of the figures. The article was published in September 1973 [38] after a 
drastic cut of the part of the article containing the impact parameter description of the ISR collision. 
In substitution, I introduced the quantity ‘average opaqueness’ O = 2σel/σtot, which in wave mechanics 
is O = 1 for a black disc, and showed with a figure how O decreases at low energies and becomes 
roughly constant (O ≈ 0.35) in the whole ISR energy range. 

 I also underlined that in 1972 the interest in models of rising cross-section [36] was raised 
when an analysis of high-energy cosmic data had indicated that the proton–proton cross-section is 
larger at p ≈ 104 GeV/c than at the energies at the time available at particle accelerators [39]. 
However, one year later, from a different set of data, it was concluded that ‘there is no evidence to 
suggest a change in the magnitude of the inelastic proton–proton cross-section up to 50 000 GeV’ 
[40]. 

45

CERN-Rome – fwd x-section
Pisa-Stony Brook – total rate

+ 10%

ASYMPTOPIA

Elab (GeV)                      

(2E)2 (GeV2)                                        



In IR8 the CERN-Rome Coll. measured 𝞀 with new Roman pots
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2E     (GeV)

1976



IN IR8 with new Roman pots the CERN-Rome Coll. measured 𝞀
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2E     (GeV)

Dispersion

relation

2E = 60 GeV        300 Gev

+47%

+10%

2E     (GeV)

1976



IN IR8 with new Roman pots the CERN-Rome Coll. measured 𝞀
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2E     (GeV)

S-matrix       
theory

dispersion
relations

2E = 60 GeV        300 Gev

+47%

+10%

2E     (GeV)

“SOFT  PHYSICS”

ISR EXPERIMENTS HAVE SHOWN THAT THE PROTON-

PROTON CROSS SECTION INCREASES BY 50% WHEN THE 

COLLISION ENERGY INCREASES FROM 

15 GeV + 15 GeV    to    150 GeV + 150 GEV

1976



“HARD” PHYSICS: The XVI HEP Conference – 1972 – Batavia
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SLAC  
ELECTRON deep inelastic scattering: 

“partons” exist within protons
and partons are probably quarks 𝝲

proton

electron electron

quark

EM
FORCE



“HARD” PHYSICS: The XVI HEP Conference – 1972 – Batavia
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SLAC  
ELECTRON deep inelastic scattering: 

“partons” exist within protons
and partons are probably quarks 

GARGAMELLE: 
NEUTRINO ‘deep’ inelastic scattering:

first evidence that “partons” are quarks

𝝲

proton

electron electron

quark

W

proton

neutrino muon

quark

EM
FORCE

WEAK
FORCE



At the same Conference ISR Collaborations announced the 
discovery of large transverse momentum hadrons
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Saclay-Strasbourg Coll.

Lead  
Glass
counters

CERN-Columbia-Rockefeller Coll.

R103 R102Magnet +
Cerenkov counters 



At the same Conference ISR Collaborations announced the 
discovery of large transverse momentum hadrons
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Upgraded detector of the British-Scandinavian Coll.

R203
Large magnet +
Cerenkov counters 



Large pT data presented by CCR at the 1972 Conference 
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Just one figure

3                    5                    7     GeV

“Soft” 
behaviour

𝝿° 𝝲 + 𝝲

R 103    
CCR

pT

2E = 52.7



Parton interpretation of the new phenomenon
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proton

proton

large pT
hadron

parton 
jet

parton 
jet

parton 

parto
n 

STRONG FORCE



Parton interpretation of the new phenomenon
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proton

proton

large pT
hadron

parton 
jet

parton 
jet

parton 

parto
n 

STRONG FORCE

“HARD PHYSICS”

ISR EXPERIMENTS HAVE SHOWN THAT PARTONS BEHAVE 

AS POINTLIKE OBJECTS ALSO WHEN THEY INTERACT 

THROUGH THE STRONG FORCE

NEXT: DETECT JETS 



Frustration was felt in Sept 74 when J/psi was announced
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The two-arm trigger was 
dominated by

To write on tape less than           
10 evts/s, cuts were set above     
1.5 GeV  thus excluding J/psi

𝝿° 𝝲 + 𝝲Experiment R103

CERN-Columbia-Rockefeller Coll.



Frustration was felt in Sept 74 when J/psi was announced
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R105 - December 1974

J/psi

The two-arm trigger was 
dominated by

To write on tape less than           
10 evts/s, cuts were set above     
1.5 GeV  thus excluding J/psi

Experiment R103

CERN-Columbia-Rockefeller Coll.

Luigi Di Lella
“An ISR discovery prevented a more important discovery”          

𝝿° 𝝲 + 𝝲



1975-1977: “A SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT TIME”
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No instrument to trigger on jets and to study them

AND

ISRC was very hesitant in approving large coverage 
magnetic detectors



1975-1977: “A SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT TIME”
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No instrument to trigger on jets and to study them

AND

ISRC was very hesitant in approving large coverage 
magnetic detectors

In 1976 organized a WG to evaluate Solenoid vs Toroid

The results were seminal for the Axial Field Spectrometer
and for the detectors of the future proton-antiproton collider



1978-1983“A VERY ACTIVE AND INTERESTING PROGRAM”
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With cylindrical drift 
chambers and two 

arrays  of glass 
Cherenkov counters

R108
CERN-Columbia-Oxford-
Rockefeller Collaboration

SUPERCONDUCTING 
SOLENOID



1978-1983“A VERY ACTIVE AND INTERESTING PROGRAM”

87

Central Drift 
Chamber

AXIAL FIELD 
SPECTROMETER

with liquid Ar calorimeter
And U hadron-calorimeter

6 

5 Event structure 

and jets 

The early evidence in favour 

of the parton picture 

encouraged studies of the 

global event structure and, in 

particular, experiments aiming 

at the detection of the hadron 

jets into which the hard-

scattered partons were 

supposed to fragment. 

Unfortunately, none of the 

existing ISR detectors was 

matched to the task. In March 

1975, a large magnetic 

detector serving precisely this 

purpose had been proposed to 

the ISR Committee by a 

collaboration of British, 

Scandinavian, and US physicists but had been rejected in October of the same year. The proposal had 

been reiterated with various amendments. It was enjoying the support of the ISR community, of a 

Working Party that had been appointed to assess “the need for a new magnetic facility at the ISR”, 

with Nino Zichichi in the chair, and of the ISR Committee (69
th
 meeting, November 10

th
, 1976). It 

was definitively turned down two weeks later by the Research Board. Meanwhile, step by step, the 

existing ISR experiments had upgraded their set-ups as well as they could but one had to wait until 

1982, with the Axial Field Spectrometer in I8 and the Superconducting Solenoid in I1 to see detectors 

having large calorimeter coverage (electromagnetic and hadronic for the former but only 

electromagnetic for the latter). When the ISR closed down in 1984, a rich set of important results had 

been obtained by these two groups [22], with two-jet events (Fig. 4) dominating the scene for 

transverse energies in excess of 35 GeV [23]; but the CERN proton–antiproton collider, which had 

published its first jets in 1982 [24], had already taken the limelight away from the ISR.  

 There is no doubt that the lack of proper instrumentation has been a major handicap for the 

ISR in their contribution to the physics of hard collisions. More support from the management would 

probably have made it possible to gain two precious years. Retrospectively, it is difficult to estimate 

how much of a negative impact the approval of a new large facility at the ISR would have had on the 

high-priority CERN programmes, LEP and the proton–antiproton collider. There is no doubt that 

these were the machines where quark and gluon jets could be studied in optimal conditions: in 

comparison, the ISR were quite marginal. Moreover, the ISR beam geometry, with a crossing angle of 

15
o
 and the need for large vacuum chambers, was making the design of a 4π detector difficult. Seen 

from today, thirty years later, our frustration was certainly understandable and legitimate, but the 

decision of the management sounds now more reasonable than it then did.   

Fig. 4: A lego plot from the AFS experiment 

showing the two-jet structure that 

dominates at larger transverse energies. 

(from Ref. [23]) 

68

BNL, CERN, Copenhagen, 
Lund, Pennsylvania, 
Rutherford, Tel Aviv

Helmoltz 
coil

Evidence for jet production



An important discovery: single photons at large pT
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AFS
BNL, CERN, Copenhagen, Lund, 
Pennsylvania, Rutherford, Tel Aviv

R108
CERN, Oxford, Rockefeller

R110
CERN, Oxford, Rockefeller

R806
Athens, Brookhaven, CERN

Early experimental indication of the validity of QCD



An important discovery: single photons at large pT
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AFS
BNL, CERN, Copenhagen, Lund, 
Pennsylvania, Rutherford, Tel Aviv

R108
CERN, Oxford, Rockefeller

R110
CERN, Oxford, Rockefeller

R806
Athens, Brookhaven, CERN

Early experimental indication of the validity of QCD



No time to speak of other results obtained within the “very 
active and interesting programme” of the third period

l First observation of charmed-hadron production in         
hadronic  interactions

l Studies of the Drell-Yan process Proton structure 
function for medium x- values

l Experiments on the emergence of jet structure and 
dominance at high ET
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10 years ago
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10 years ago
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PIERRE DARRIULAT

We, who worked at the ISR, tend not to attach much importance to this lack 
of recognition because for us the main legacy has been to have taught us 
how to make optimal use of the proton-antiproton collider….



10 years ago
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PIERRE DARRIULAT

We, who worked at the ISR, tend not to attach much importance to this lack 
of recognition because for us the main legacy has been to have taught us 
how to make optimal use of the proton-antiproton collider….

We tend to see the ISR and the proton-antiproton colliders, both at CERN 
and at the Tevatron, as a lineage, father and sons, the success of the latter 
being indissociable from the achievements of the former.


